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Technology Toshiba Memory Technologies Company Limited has gradually moved away from the older writing methods such as MFM (Magnetic Floppy Disk), and now applies newer
NAND Flash technology to its mobile storage products. Toshiba's old MFM technology is used in all of their SATA hard drives (e.g. the M.OS HDD series), whereas 3rd party hard drive
manufacturers. Toshiba offers a wide variety of mobile storage technologies that include SD, SDHC, SDXC, XDR and miniSD. Most mobile storage technologies allow higher capacity
storage than traditional hard drives using NAND Flash memory. In terms of the total data storage capacity, Toshiba NAND flash memory is the most prolific supplier of portable storage
in the world. [2][3][4] With solid-state technology, memory and CPU can stay cool and silent. Traditional mechanical disk drives use a rapidly rotating disk, which causes large amounts
of friction and generates a lot of heat which can affect performance and cause failures. According to Kostantin S. Novikov of the Computational Research Division at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, Toshiba's research into flash memory has been able to reach a number of milestones such as a 25-year life span for one flash cell (the Heitmann Mandel
reference), [11] which is a feature never previously attained in semiconductor technology. [12] Thus, being able to control the failure rate and life span has made Toshiba's flash
memory an attractive technology to deploy in numerous emerging market segments. Main product families The following is a list of Toshiba's main product families (e.g. notebook PCs,
external hard drives, flash drives, digital cameras, memory cards, and MP3 players) and their associated trademarks. Notebook PCs The Mobile Workstation (M series). Toshiba's entry-
level desktop system. Introduced in March 2002 with a new copper alloy case, it was the first product to feature Intel Core 2 Duo CPUs. Toshiba NZ Series. A spin-off brand of the M
series, offering laptops with large display screens. Toshiba Satellite C-Series. A spin-off brand of the M series, offering notebook PCs with big displays and C-class CPUs. The Satellite
Notebook Pro (F series). Toshiba's mid-range Satellite computers feature C-class CPUs and high-performance hard drives. Toshiba L-Series. A line of compact, lightweight
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